
 

 

 

April 12, 2022 

 

BSE Limited      National Stock Exchange of India Limited 

P. J. Towers, 25th Floor,     Exchange Plaza, Bandra Kurla Complex, 

Dalal Street, Mumbai - 400001.   Bandra (E), Mumbai - 400051. 

Scrip Code: 532368     Symbol: BCG 

 

Dear Madam / Sir, 

 

Sub:  Brightcom partners with Intent IQ, to enhance growth scale & tech capabilities in 

various areas of  the Adtech Industry 

 

This is to inform the Shareholders through the Exchanges that, Brightcom is partnering with 

Intent IQ, the next generation identity resolution leader, to enhance its bidding capability in RTB 

and programmatic advertising environments. 

 

Their service is powered by Intent IQ's patented Identity Device Graph that processes over 20 

billion events every 24 hours, over 11 billion email open/login events each month, and holds 80+ 

different attributes inside. 

 

Brightcom is looking for significant increases in targeted revenues in such environments by up 

to 30%. Intent IQ's bid enhancement service to better identify IDs in a cookieless climate will 

leverage and maximize monetization for our publishers' portfolio. 

 

This Graph is created by blending the power of advanced AI and decades of domain expertise. 

 

The system prioritizes the "selection of media properties for providing user profile information 

used in advertising." Part of the targeting process includes first-party ID clustering -- something 

the company uses today. It clusters first-party IDs into interests or identifies mobile app IDs into 

devices visited by the browser. This process is entirely privacy-compliant. 

 

The potential growth for revenues and eCPMs across the marketplace is very encouraging, 

especially impactful in cookieless environments such as Connected TV, in-app IOS and other 

environments that lack deterministic IDs. The data is accessible in real-time and without latency. 

This is clearly a game-changer enabling faster, accurate decisioning. 

 

 



 

 

Intent IQ supports third-party cookie and cookieless environments such as Safari, and future 

changes that Google is making in Chrome. 

 

This information is filed under Regulation 30 of SEBI (LODR) Regulations, 2015.  

 

Request you to take the same on record and oblige. 

 

Thanking you. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
for BRIGHTCOM GROUP LIMITED 
 

 
M Suresh Kumar Reddy 
Chairman & Managing Director 
DIN: 00140515 
 


